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hunting blinds and accessories and 
who know the Redneck models inside 
and out. Tim Noll and Tom Stevenson 
operate Blind Ambition Hunting 
Supply in Cross Plains, Wisconsin. 
“� is will be our third year of carrying 
Redneck blinds and the interest is still 
through the roof,” Stevenson said.

“� ey’re just the best-made blinds 
out there,” Noll added. “� ese � ber-
glass blinds hold their shape really 
well and the window and door seals 
continue to work. People don’t � nd 
wasp nests in them when they open 
them up in the fall. � e windows 
are high grade automotive glass, not 
Plexiglas, so they don’t get cloudy or 
scratched. And in a Redneck, when 
you scan the horizon, you can see it 
all. Playing peek-a-boo all day long 
(with some blinds with fewer win-
dows) is not fun.”

Stevenson said he likes the land-
ing that’s incorporated in the stands 
so you have someplace to stand while 
going into or out of the door; “I don’t like stepping out of a 
blind and having to search for that � rst step.”

Blind Ambition has blinds and stands on display and 
sells from its location; however, many customers opt to 
pay extra to have the blinds delivered and erected on their 
stands in a desired location. � e MSRP on the di� erent 
� berglass models runs from $1,800 to $2,600. Redneck also 
has a line of soft sided blinds and bale blinds. Reach the 
manufacturer by calling (877) 523-9986.

Allen Supplee was at the ATA Show helping to represent 
the VaneTec line of vanes and adhesives. “You’ll � nd our 
vanes are some of the most consistent out there,” he said. 
“In terms of weight, the most 
variation you’ll have is .2 grains. 
We have some of the best adhe-
sives and in combination with 
the cup shape of the base of our 
vanes, six to eight seconds is all 
you need in the jig.”

As someone who represents 
VaneTec at ASA tournaments, 
Supplee (at right) likes the wide 
variety of vane shapes and sizes; 
“� at gives you a broad range 
to be able to test and tune and 
get the performance you want.” 
Vanetec makes a HP (high pro-
� le) series, a low pro� le Super 
Spine series, a standard pro-
� le V-Max series and shield cut 
vanes in the Swift series. Reach 
the Oregon � rm by calling (541) 
572-5251.

Sellmark’s Ryan Watson 

(left in photo above) showed ArrowTrade 
Advertising Salesperson David Farlow the lat-
est Southern Crossbow model. � e � rst camo 
crossbow from the Texas � rm, the Revolt 370 
uses a 185 pound draw weight and 13-3/4 inch 
power stroke to generate 370 fps arrow speeds. 
With a quiver and bolts, Watson said the cross-
bow and scope should have a MAP price of 
around $400.

Sellmark has been in the crossbow busi-
ness for three years but has been in the optics business for far 
longer under the Sightmark brand. � at’s why Watson had 
a display case � lled 
with scopes, laser 
sights and both ther-
mal and night vision 
imaging devices. � is 
Photo XT is a digital 
night vision scope powered by two AA batteries. It sells for 
around $500 and has seven built-in reticle displays, includ-
ing one designed for the crossbow hunter who wants to even 
the playing � eld with hogs or predators. Reach Southern 

Crossbows by calling (817) 225-0310.
It was tough to miss the newest pattern from 

Mossy Oak. Aisle carpets were decorated with camo 
squares directing 
tra�  c to the booth, 
which had a giant 
display of the new 
Break-Up Country 
pattern. Ben 
Lawley (at right), 
who works in the 
licensing depart-
ment, said the 
new pattern came 
out in July but was 
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available prior to that in fabric and � lm so licensees could 
have their  products ready for a July 1 release. “We still have 
the original Break-Up and Break-Up In� nity but Break-Up 
Country is the most recent,” Lawley said. “We’ve probably 
used 70 percent of our marketing budget promoting that 
new pattern.”

You can � nd out more about using Mossy Oak patterns 
by clicking on the 
licensing tab at moss-
yoak.com. Or call the 
headquarters of the 
30-year-old brand in 
Mississippi at (662) 
494-8859.

Mathew Smith 
isn’t destroying the 
Switch quiver in the 
October Mountain 
booth; he’s demon-
strating how it lives 
up to its name by 
using hook and loop 
fasteners to convert it 
from a right-hand to 
a left-hand quiver in 
seconds. OMP Switch 
quivers are easy on 
the pocketbook, sell-
ing for around $40.

Next, we had the 
Kinsey’s consumer 
brands manager 
show us some quiv-
ers in the premium 
Elevation brand. “It 
doesn’t get any better 
than Elevation,” Smith said as he showed 
us the four carbon tubes projecting from 
the Adrenaline Hip Quiver introduced in 
2015. Behind it on the rack are styles of 
the new Nerve Field Quiver. Above their 
arrow pocket is a carbon point plate. 
Behind the quiver is Comfort-Tec Pro 
Padding that lets air circulate behind it. 
� e Nerve comes in black/red, black/
silver, black/blue or Mathews Edition 
black/gold. 

At right, Consumer Brands Sales 
Manager Drew Arneson manned the 
Fin-Finder display, where you could 
� nd about everything you need to stock 
a bow� shing department. Fin-Finder 
has seven di� erent � sh points, four 
arrows, entry level and professional rests 
and even completely out� tted bow� sh-
ing rigs. � e Poseidon bow Arneson is 
holding was sold alone in 2015, designed 
especially for bow� shing, with con-
stant draw cams and extra-deep string 

grooves to handle the torque put on the bow by fast bow� sh-
ing action. � is year, you can order it in one of two kits. Both 
have AMS Pro Retriever reels, the Hydro-Glide Pro Rest and 
� nger savers on the strings. � e higher end kit comes with 
the Light-Stryke sight Kinsey’s has designed and patented 
to overcome a big obstacle in bow� shing. “You practice for 
years to get good at hitting targets on land; then, when you 
try bow� shing, you have to overcome the whole light di� rac-
tion issue,” Arneson commented about the need to aim well 
under the target. “Once you’ve got the Light-Stryke sighted 
in, when you put the laser on the � sh, you’re going to hit 
the � sh.”

Find out more 
about the consumer 
brands from Kinsey’s 
by calling (800) 
366-4269.

Tom Mills, a sales 
rep with Sportco 
Marketing, pointed 
us to some big sell-
ers from Robinson 
Outdoors. “DUI, 
or ‘Deer Under the 
In� uence,’ was huge 
for us last year,” he 
said. “It’s a natural 
root extract that calms 
deer and it has a scent 
which acts as a curiosity scent. We’ve added a 32 ounce bot-
tle and a drizzler that will hang from a tree. We’re also add-
ing BUI, ‘Bear Under the In� uence’ and HUI, ‘Hog Under 
the In� uence,’ to the line.”

Below, we photographed Mills next to the Beast, 
Robinson’s ghillie suit designed for big game and preda-

tor hunters. � e inside of 
the arms is smooth, to ease 
drawing a bow and, as you 
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can see, the hood is cut to taper down to the shoulders, 
eliminating the pro� le of the head that animals easily rec-
ognize. “Predator hunters are calling keen-eyed animals; 
they’re looking right where you 
are,” Mills said. “� at’s why there 
are so many moving decoys on 
the market: to try to draw their 
attention away from you so you 
can get a shot. Coyotes in par-
ticular love to circle downwind 
to try and catch your odor.” � e 
Beast is lined with Trinity odor-
blocking fabric but Mills said 
ScentBlocker is about far more 
than odor control. � at’s why its 
marketing emphasizes other attri-
butes, as shown on the booth sign 
at right. “We make sophisticated, 
feature-rich hunting garments and, by the way, they o� er 
scent control,” Mills said.

Robinson Outdoor Products has been busy developing 
new products that � ll a 30 page catalog all on their own. 
Reach the Minnesota � rm 
by calling (507) 263-2885. 

Trophy Rock likes 
to challenge retailers 
to guess the weight of a 
giant chunk of the salt-
laden mineral rock it sells 
to deer hunters. � is year, 
Joe Anderson (pictured in 
hat) told us the challenge 
was to guess what this min-
ing cart, all the contents 
and the pickaxe weighed 
together. Anderson said 
Trophy Rock’s parent com-
pany, Redmond Minerals, 
now has a huge open pit 
mine and runs large equip-
ment. � at’s one reason the weights 
are approximate. When you sell a 12 
pound Trophy Rock, it’s likely 14 to 16 
pounds. A “20 pounder” is typically 22 
to 28 pounds. “We’d rather give extra 
than have someone buy a 20 pound 
that weighed 19,” Anderson, who helped 
start the hunting line, said. 

David Nance, in blue above, came 
by to visit his friend and show him game 
camera photos of big bucks coming back 
repeatedly to Trophy Rock. Nance said 
he’s used the product for years but took 
the time this past season to compare it to 
other attractants, � nding it more e� ec-
tive. To learn more about Trophy Rock or 
the Four65 mineral supplement in these 
bags, call (888) 521-7771.

At right, Daniel Grundman said 

he and his brother 
Vince are still build-
ing vanes the way 
Flex-Fletch founder 
Roger Grundman did: 
in other words, di� er-
ently from the several 
makers of extruded 
vanes they compete 
with. Instead of melt-
ing a thermoset plastic 
and extruding ribbons of it, the Grundmans mix up a two 
part urethane resin and pour it into molds. � e material sets 
in about 15 minutes and then goes on racks to be cured in 
an oven. Once it cools, it can be cut to the desired shape. � e 
process is labor intensive but it allows variation of the sti� -
ness of the � nal product based on the proportions mixed. 
For instance, you can order the FFP-418 or the FFP-360 
in either the original formula or the Extreme formula that 
sti� ens them for high speed applications. We photographed 
Vince, above, next to a monitor showing comparison test-
ing utilizing high speed photography. � e Flex-Fletch vanes 

were not � uttering at high speeds and can 
recover their shape even if you have to pull 
them through the back of a target. 

“We can’t compete on price but it only 
works out to 30 to 60 cents per arrow,” Daniel 
said, “and it doesn’t make sense to skimp 
on the arrow’s guidance.” Flex-Fletch has 11 
vane styles and a rainbow of colors. Reach 
the Minnesota � rm at (800) 626-34844. 

� e ATA Show was the � rst opportu-
nity for many archery industry members 
to meet Lou Riley (below), who came on 
board two months before as president of 
Eastman Outdoors. � e Carbon Express 
arrow division is one of three under his lead-
ership. “� en we have the crossbow divi-
sion that includes the Gorilla Gear safety 
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harnesses,” he said. “� en we have the Outdoor Gourmet 
Food Processing and Cooking Products.”

When we complimented Riley on the game processing 
demo we’d seen earlier, he commented, “I’m all about infor-
mation, whether it’s arrow selection, crossbow selection or 
how you actually process a deer.”

Riley came to Eastman Outdoors from gun company 
Sig Sauer. Prior to that, he spent 10 years as CEO of Gamo, 
an airgun manufacturer. “Yes, I’m a hunter,” he responded 
to our question. “I’ve been hunting for about 30 years and 
I’m really excited to be in this industry. � ere are a lot of 
cool opportunities here and a lot of down-to-earth, good 
folks.” To reach the Carbon Express arrow division, call (800) 
241-4833.

Below, Natalino Malonni held the SportChief Dynamo 

jacket in the Deep Forest pattern the Canadian � rm devel-
oped. “� is is popular with moose hunters because they 
are typically in the pine trees,” he said of the pattern that is 
darker than many developed in the USA. SportChief got its 
start right after World War II and developed an expertise 
in cold weather clothing when snowmobiling � rst became 
popular. 

Malonni is a sales rep for the western provinces of 
Canada, where SportChief is popular with independent 
retailers who trust it to keep customers warm and dry in 
demanding conditions. “We don’t sell to the big boxes; we’re 
dedicated to the smaller shops,” Malonni said.

� is Dynamo model has a waterproof/breathable lami-
nate, a � eece liner and a waterproof zipper. It’s shown here 
in a men’s size but the same style comes tailored for women 
and in children’s sizes. “� at makes it nice if a family comes 
into a store and wants to have matching out� ts,” Malonni 
said. � e Dynamo pants have similar construction and come 
with reinforced knees to increase their durability and make 
it easier for the times a hunter has to kneel or crawl along.

SportChief is also a supplier of warm and waterproof 
hunting boots and in the fall of 2014, it introduced the 
GameKeeper Fieldwear line in conjunction with Mossy Oak.  
� at includes work wear and casual wear trimmed in the 
Mossy Oak Bottomland pattern. � at newer line includes 
matching accessories like caps, beanies and belts. Reach the 
clothing manufacturer in Marieville, Quebec by calling (800) 
567-1729.

At the Saunders booth, Chuck Saunders told us the 

introducing the covert wireless web portal and mobile app, 
accessible from any smart phone, tablet or computer, 

providing  real-time control  and instant picture viewing.   

www.covert-wireless.comSt�� �es� �� ��� g��� �i�� C���� Sc�u��n� C���ra�
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inspiration for the VUDU 
Dynamic String Dampener 
was a catcher’s mitt, which 
closes over the ball and traps 
it on impact. By contrast, most 
string dampening pads allow 
the string to bounce back, he 
said, anywhere from two to 
seven times. “With the VUDU, when the string hits the pis-
ton, it moves ahead in the receiver, which is shaped like a 
bugle,” Saunders said.

You adjust this dampener with the string trapped inside 
the pocket when it is at brace height. Saunders said at the 
shot, the device traps the sound, keeps your string cen-
tered perfectly and 
removes the excess 
energy that causes 
wear and tear on 
bows and accesso-
ries. � e suggested 
retail price is $59.95, 
with replacement 
pistons sold in 
packs of three.

� at’s not an archery exercise device we photographed 
Saunders demonstrating, though it may serve a similar 
purpose. � is Wrist Rocket Pro slingshot folds into a com-
pact unit and unfolds to protect wrists and hands. At the 
lower power setting, it will � re 180 to 190 fps; at the high-

est, you can � re 50 
caliber steel balls 
at around 210 fps. 
Reach Saunders at 
(800) 228-1408.

“One Chance, 
One Shot, One 
Camo” is the theme 
Rocky is using to 
introduce its new 
Venator camo pat-
tern. � e boot and 
clothing manufac-
turer spent a couple 
years developing 
the  pattern, which 

mixes digital elements and natural shapes. Rocky still makes 
clothing in the Mossy Oak and Realtree patterns while intro-
ducing 13 new garments in the company’s own pattern. 

Jordan Gottke, at right above, said many of the garments 
are packable, designed to compress down to a stu�  sack 
or pocket so a western hunter can shed layers as the day 
warms. Gottke is holding a Stratum � ermal Tee. On the left, 
Ryan Maisenbacher has a Stratum Emergency Rain Jacket in 
Venator Snow Camo. Between them is a Stratum Packable 
Jacket sewn from a 100 percent polyester burr resistance 
fabric and lined with 100 gram Primaloft insulation. It has a 
water resistant coating and Rocky Scent IQ Atomic to reduce 
your scent signature. � e MAP on the jacket is $149.99. 
Reach Rocky’s U.S. o�  ce at (800) 848-9452 or the Canada 

o�  ce at (519) 883-8226.
Atsko has created new packaging for its powerful clean-

ing, UV control and scent control products. We photo-
graphed National Sales Manager Kurt Baumgartner (at left 
above) and Consultant Wade Nolan behind the new lineup. 
� e new labels have a hunting theme with antlers sweeping 
upward and the word “Zero” very prominent. “We’re keying 
o�  the word ‘zero’ because these leave zero odor, zero resi-
due and zero UV brighteners,” Nolan commented.

“We’re still true to our original colors,” Baumgartner 
pointed out: “the process blue, the blaze orange and the 
whites but we’ve freshened it up. We really like the look; it’s 
very eye-catching with great shelf appeal. We can build o�  
the Zero brand now as a family of products.”

What will you � nd under the Zero label? � ere is N-O-
Dor scent killer in � nger-
grip spray bottles or “mix 
it yourself” large quantity 
boxed kits. Atsko UV-Killer, 
Sport Wash Hair and Body 
Soap and Sport Wash 
Laundry Soap have the 
new labels. However, the 
company’s Silicone Water 
Guard and Sno-Seal will not 
change; those brands are 
number one in their catego-
ries, Baumgartner said and 
have a widely recognized 
look. Reach Atsko at (800) 
845-2728.

At right, we were 
able to photograph Matt 
Hougan (left) and Eric 
Presley near the Summit 
Vine stand. Hougan is the 
Ohio sales rep for Summit 
Treestands along with 
Code Blue, Knight & Hale 
and Moultrie. Presley is an 
engineer at the Summit 
Treestands division.

� e Vine ladder stands 
have intricately curved 
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ladders with two main advantages over conventional lad-
ders. Because they don’t have straight lines, except for the 
pencil-thin support rods, Hougan said they really disappear 
in the woods. Also, once the sections are bolted together, the 
ladder portion is so rigid, no brace back to the tree is needed. 
You lean the stand against the tree, take the two straps dan-
gling from the platform, cross them behind the tree and 
attach them with ratchets to the lower part of the ladder.

Presley said he was able to � nd an automotive supplier 
with a � ve axis computer controlled bender to form the intri-
cate curves so each ladder is identical to the next. � ey’re set 
in jigs and welded by hand, then dipped in an 
E-Coat, a type of automotive primer that seals 
them inside and out. Powder coating is the � nal 
step before the units are ready for packaging. 

� e Vine One Man ladder stand is 22 feet to 
the platform and weighs 115 pounds. � e two 
man version weighs 120 pounds and is 14-1/2 
feet to the platform. Reach Summit Treestands 
at (800) 353-0634.

Harold Knight (at right) took the time to 
introduce us to a couple of the new products 
from Knight & Hale. � e � rst was the Echo Tech, 
a new concept in slate call strikers that utilizes a 
weight that vibrates inside a translucent hood. 
“Tap it against your hand and you can feel the 
vibration. It makes the call feel more alive, per-
form better than a regular striker. It works on 
glass, slate, aluminum and it works even when 

wet,” Knight said as he wetted the glass surface to demon-
strate. “A lot of times when I go turkey hunting, it may not be 
raining but your call still gets wet from the dew that’s on the 
grass and bushes.”

If you’re looking for a good friction call to sell along with 
the new striker, Knight recommended the Scarlet Fever; “We 
introduced that last year and it was a great seller. I can get 
any turkey sound out of it: a smooth yelp, a raspy yelp, cut-
ting sounds. I can also get a whistle like a young turkey.” 

Knight demonstrated the Switchblade, a new box call 
that comes with three interchangeable lids, all with dif-

ferent pitches. The 
lids are easy to pop 
o�  the walnut body 
and are marked for 
easy identification. 
� e yellow heart lid 
produces a medium 
raspy tone. � e raspy, 
high-pitched purple 
heart lid is Knight’s 
favorite. � e third lid 
is formed of cherry 
and produces a mel-
low tone with its 
waterproof friction 
coating. Reach the 
call company at (800) 
500 YELP.
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X-Brand’s William Dahl spent a lot of time in the aisle 
next to his booth, asking dealers to take a look at his X-Slide 
made out of slick, Te� on-infused Delrin. Using a compact 
compound bow equipped with a cable guard rod, he � rst 
slipped the cables o�  the guard to demonstrate how well the 
bow aimed with them free to track from cam to cam. Popping 
on a conventional slide, he demonstrated the torque intro-
duced into the system by having dealers look over his shoul-
der as he drew. Dahl then 
replaced the cable guard 
slider with his own X-Slide, 
which allowed the cables to 
move independently of each 
other and gave them freer 
travel to the front and rear. 
� en the bow responded as 
if minimal torque were being 
introduced into the system. 
� e X-Slide is sold through 
retailers and Dahl was also 
excited to announce New Breed Archery is planning to o� er 
it on 2016 models. Reach X-Brand by calling (650) 248-4004 
or email the inventor at wd@xslide.net.

At the Trophy 
Ridge display, 
Engineer Timmy 
Langley spoke 
with Justin Fabian 
and his fiancée 
about the latest 
React sights. All 
seven React sights 
are quick to set 
up: simply sight in 
your 20 yard pin and then the 30. From there, all other pins 
are automatically set for the correct gap. � e basic React 
Sight is a � ve pin model with toolless micro-click windage 
and elevation adjustments built on a co-polymer frame. 

� e React Pro functions the same way but features 
machined aluminum construction and 2nd and 3rd axis 
leveling. You can order that sight in a left- or right-hand 
model with .010 or .019 pins.

� e React Pro 7 adds two more pins and is available 
only in a right-hand model with .010 � ber optics.

� e React V5 combines the easy-to-set React Technology 
with Vertical In-Line Pin technology. 

� e React Trio combines one vertical pin 
with two horizontal pins, letting you use it as 
a � xed 20, 30 or 40 yard sight or dial adjust the 
bottom pin to well over 100 yards.

� e React-One is a range adjustable single 
pin sight with a positive stop at the 20 yard set-
ting for fast action encounters.

Trophy Ridge is headquartered in 
Gainesville, Florida and can be reached at 
(800) 694-9494.

At right, � ermacell’s Heather Ryba 
told us about the new Max Life mats for the 
Repeller she’s holding and the lanterns near 

it. Up to now, you would have to go though three of the 
repellent-saturated mats for each butane cartridge. Larger 
12 hour mats have been developed that give you a one-to-
one ratio with the fuel. Like the Repeller, which is popular 
with hunters, the Trailblazer Lantern and smaller Scout 
Lantern provide a 15 by 15 foot zone of protection. � e light 
and repellent can be used together or separately. 

� e accessory at the center of that photo is a new 
Tree Hanger for Repellers, designed to position them hori-
zontally for optimum performance. Reach � ermacell in 
Massachusetts at 
(866) 753-3837.

As a supplier to 
meat cutters and the 
culinary industry 
since 1818, Dexter  
Outdoors continues 
to make its knives 
in Southbridge, 
Massachusetts out of 
steel that’s produced 
in Youngstown, Ohio. 
Scott Daugherty came 
on board three years 
ago to help create 
the Dexter Outdoors 
lines of knives for 
� shing and hunting 
enthusiasts. � e Gut 
Hook Skinning Knife 
he’s showing at right 
lists for $33.65 and is 
available alone or in 
a Big Game Combo 
that includes a caping 
knife and bone saw.

Daugherty is a Marine Special Operations veteran and 
has been developing Green River tactical knives for Dexter; 
the model in his right hand has a full tang and VZ grips and 
retails for around $200. Dexter also has � shing knives rang-
ing from 6 to 10 inches in length, with high carbon steel 
blades that are coated to resist corrosion. Reach the manu-
facturer toll free at (800) 343-6042.

Ryan Hawkins helped ArrowTrade get familiar with the 
latest Stryker crossbow. Like the O� spring this magazine 
featured on the cover of the May 2015 issue, the Katana uses 

elements produced at 
the BowTech plant in 
Eugene, Oregon and 
the Excalibur plant 
in Kitchener, Ontario. 
“We’ve been listening 
to dealers and con-
sumers and what they 
were after was a lighter 
front end in a Stryker 
product,” Hawkins 
said. “We hollowed 
out the main frame, 
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we  ‘bullpupped’ it with a linkage trigger, so we were able 
to change the balance point.” With those changes, the new 
crossbow (shown above) could provide better eye alignment 
and better � t and feel, Hawkins said. � e Katana is rated at 
385 fps and ships with relatively light 250 grain Accustrike 
arrows. “Even though you lose some kinetic energy with an 
arrow that light, I’m still hitting with three times the kinetic 
energy I need,” Hawkins commented. Like the Excalibur 
recurve models it shares trigger technology with, the Katana 
can be uncocked; there’s no need to carry a discharge arrow 
and target.

� e Katana comes in a package with a crank cocking 
device and a Tact-Zone scope that adjusts for arrow speed 
and o� ers illuminated red or green reticles. � e MAP on the 
package is $1,099 and the MSRP is $1,149. Reach Stryker at 
(877) 901-1934.

In the 29 years Innerloc has been designing and manu-
facturing the business end of arrows, the Georgia � rm 
has developed an impressive list of innovations. We pho-
tographed Kevin Sullivan behind the current lineup of 

broadheads and � sh 
points, holding the 
company’s new 
Grapid fish point. 
� e company has a 
Grapple fish head 
with big 2-3/4 inch 
barbs. The Grapid 
opens just as wide but 
� sh removal is more 
rapid with it, which 
the name “Grapid” is 
meant to evoke. As you 
can see at lower right, 
Sullivan designed the 
elegant new � sh head 
with grooves. When 
you press the barbs 
back down and loosen 
the tip, the barbs are 
locked in the “down” 
position by an internal 
mechanism, as in the 
head on the right.

For even more holding power on big, soft-� eshed � sh, 
Innerloc has a Gripper Point that opens to 3-9/16 inches 
with an extra � nger on each barb. For more on the com-
pany’s broadheads and � sh points,  call (706) 782-5863.
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Bear’s big 
news is the � rm’s 
entry into the 
crossbow mar-
ket. At right, 
President Jack 
Bowman helped 
introduce the 
new models at a 
press conference 
in the giant Bear 
booth on the � rst 
morning of the 
show. � e BearX crossbow line includes three reverse draw 
models built at the Gainesville, Florida plant and one entry 
level model built overseas that will receive its trigger at the 
Bear plant. As you can see from this display model, the struts 
sweep back from the riser to the trigger box on the reverse 
draw models and the stirrup doubles as a handy hook.

ArrowTrade sat down with Josh Sidebottom, the direc-
tor of engineering for Bear, to get some background on the 
new line. Bear knew how important crossbows are to the 
bowhunting market and put together a team consisting of 
a product manager and 
two design engineers. 
“� ey were located in a 
separate room so they 
could focus on cross-
bows and not get dis-
tracted. � at allowed us 
to take a fresh approach 
to the development pro-
cess,” Sidebottom (at 
right) said.

Bear invested heav-
ily in market research, 
Sidebottom continued, 
to � nd out what was important to consumers; “Speed was 
obviously very important. Next, the feel, balance, ease of 
cocking and ease of shooting were all high, after speed.” 
Bear is known to be an accessible brand, he said, providing 
a lot of value to the consumer with its vertical bows. “It’s no 
di� erent in this crossbow line, which spans from $399 to 
$999 in the di� erent models,” Sidebottom added.

One of the marching orders given to the crossbow 
development team was to develop a foolproof trigger that 
could not fail. “� e way our trigger functions, it can be 
on safe or � re and it will go to safe before the string will 
latch. We use a roller sear mechanism that builds to a clean 
break,” Sidebottom explained as he showed us the dial at 
the back of the trigger box that adjusts the trigger pull. � e 
$399 Fortus has the same trigger as the higher end models. 
“While this is mainly an imported crossbow, we designed 
the stock, the riser, the limb pockets,” Sidebottom said of 
that conventional draw model that is rated at 350 fps from 
an 180 pound draw.

� e Bruzer FFL, Torrix FFL and Fisix FFL all are forward 
facing limb crossbows that include a machined Ga� step 
Stirrup, a Bearhands Fore Grip, a PowerV riser and Powerlink 

Cable Routing hangers that let yoked cables clear the rota-
tion of the cams. At the top of the line, the Fisix is producing 
375 fps at just 135 pounds of draw weight, aided by a long 
17.5 inch power stroke. “We’ve obviously designed cams for 
a lot of compound bows,” Sidebottom said. “We took advan-
tage of that experience and believe we’ve designed the most 
e�  cient line of crossbows on the market.”

Referring to a popular video game, Sidebottom said the 
BearX crossbows have a “tactical, Halo-type look.” A big part 
of that look is the PowerV riser, where struts sweep back to 
an aluminum rail at the back of the trigger box. � ose load 
bearing members allow the riser to be considerably lighter 
than it would be otherwise, Sidebottom said. � e Fisix has 
a picatinny rail, an adjustable stock and a cheek piece, plus 
an adjustable fore-end grip. “� e optics have been impress-
ing people too,” Sidebottom said of retailers who had been 
on the demo range. “� is is a Trophy Ridge scope made 
for us by Hawke, with illumi-
nated reticles and arrow speed 
compensation.” Reach Bear’s 
headquarters by calling (800) 
694-9494.

Steve Dalp (at right), 
product manager for Bear 
Compound bows, is holding 
the latest performance model. 
Bear is using the stronger 7075 
aluminum alloy for the riser 
of the Escape, rated at 350 fps 
thanks in part to its 6 inch 
brace height. Draw weight on 
this model now adjusts over 
a 15 pound range, so you can 
choose from a 45 to 60 or a 
55 to 70 pound range. Draw 
length is adjustable from 
25-1/2 to 30 inches. � ere’s also a short draw version, which 
covers 23-1/2 to 27-1/2 in the 40 to 55 pound range.

For customers wanting or needing an easier draw, 
Bear’s new BR33 “was designed to give people the speed of 
a hybrid cam but with an easy draw cycle similar to what 
you can get from a single cam bow,” Dalp said. � e BR33 is 
rated at 330 fps and, like the Escape, comes in four � nishes: 
Realtree Xtra Green, Shadow, Sand and Olive. 

� at’s not a necklace we’re showing below; it’s an 
arrangement of the dramatic True Color Vanes now avail-
able from Bohning. Using a UV cured printing process, 
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FPS

LBS

BRACE HEIGHT

AXLE-TO-AXLE

PEAK DRAW WEIGHT

DRAW LENGTH RANGE

LET OFF

330

4.2

7”

33 1/4”

45-60, 55-70 lbs

27”-32”

80%

lbs

MOVES 
THE 
NEEDLE.

THE NEW
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Bohning took designs from its 
top selling arrow wraps and 
duplicated them on the vanes. 
Sales Manager Greg Misner 
said the price is about double 
what a solid color Blazer vane 
costs. “Customization is huge 
now in archery and we’ve 
had some pretty good 
orders for these already,” 
he said on the second 
day of the ATA Show. � is 
American Flag model is 
very popular, he noted 
and Canadian and 
Australian versions are 
also available.

At right, we pho-
tographed Misner with 
another new vane: the 
Bolt that Bohning has designed speci� cally for crossbow 
use. � is is a low pro� le 3.5 inch vane with a di� erent cross 
section and a di� erent formula than other Bohning vanes. 
� e goal was to make a very rigid vane that would not � ap 
or � utter at high speeds. Misner said Bohning tested the Bolt 
using four crossbows and four arrow brands at ranges out 
to 100 yards and was achieving 5 and 6 inch groups. Reach 
Bohning in Michigan at 
(231) 229-4247.

With his focus on 
long target life, Ralph 
Harris of American 
Whitetail Targets has 
developed models 
that combine a long-
wearing screen on 
the front with ballistic 
padding inside that 
will last indefinitely 
with just an occasional 
repacking. � e 18 x 
18 x 14 inch Torrent 
he’s holding will stop 
arrows or crossbow 
bolts up to 430 fps. � e 
giant HybriMat X5 he’s 
standing next to is 50 
x 50 x 18 inches deep.  
� e frame is of rigid foam and it comes with 
the black 20 inch high foam riser it is being 
displayed with here. It can be shot at the four 
corners or, if you have novice archers on the 
range, at the center. Dealers who want to set up 
a range using these “easy pull” targets can get 
free shipping on an order of 10 or more.

At right, Harris shows how ports on these 
targets can be opened so the ballistic mate-
rial inside can be repacked to renew them. 
Replacement screens are also available. Reach 

the � rm in Indiana at (888) 233-1976.
David Stoddard of Full Curl Archery in 

Anchorage, Alaska (at left above) checks out the 
3i-4719 case in the SKB booth with the aid of Ron 
Harris of JES Marketing. Harris is lifting the foam 
layer that provides a “bunk bed” system so you can 
carry two bows or a bow and a gun on separate sides 

of that inner panel. � e iSeries cases are military grade injec-
tion molded watertight units. Wheels at one end and a pull 
handle at the other help you transport them. Many other 
sizes are available, down to a broadhead case measuring 7.5 
x 5 x 3.25 inches on the inside. Reach SKB in California by 
calling (714) 637-1252.

� e giant case Mike Arajakis of GamePlan Gear holds 
below is the Long Haul Blind Carrier. It’s 
made of a welded seam PVC material that 
hunting blinds slip into and out of easily. 
Molle style webbing and GamePlan Gear’s 
own rubbery Pack Straps are included, so 
you could strap on a stool plus a bow or 
crossbow with the aid of the holster that 
drops down from the bottom. Extra mate-
rial at the top of the pack, shown folded 
over here, will accommodate decoys. 
Reach the manufacturer in Ohio at (877) 
544-6611.
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In the photo above, Excalibur 
Crossbow President Rob Dykeman vis-
its with Dan Katsumi (center) and Mike 
Zaitz (right) about the � rm’s powerful 
Matrix Bulldog 400. Just 6.2 pounds in 
mass weight (without the scope), this 
new crossbow produces 124.4 pounds of 
kinetic energy and can � re an arrow at 
400 fps. Excalibur developed a Bullpup 
Ready Rest stock design for the Bulldog, 
providing better balance and allowing 
the string to latch behind the trigger. By 
drawing the string across a 14 inch power 
stroke, you can reach a peak weight of 280 
pounds. � is new model uses the Matrix 
limb design, which is 30.25 inches wide 
when uncocked and 23.75 inches wide 
when cocked.

By comparison, the Micro 335 intro-
duced last year is 25 inches wide when 
uncocked and just 21 when cocked. 
Excalibur’s Ryan Hawkins said retailers 
liked the compact size of the Micro 335 
but wanted more options in speed and 
price points. � e company responded 
with a new Micro 355 and Micro 315. 
Reach the Canadian manufacturer at 
(519) 743-6890.

Below, John Hernandez held the 

Bowtech � agship BT-X. � is is a compact center pivot 
design model that displays great stability as you draw it back. 
Widening the limb pockets helped increase stability, just like 
an archer’s stance is more stable when they spread their feet 
apart, Hernandez said. O� ering two cam choices increases 
e�  ciency by up to 15 fps at the 
shorter draw lengths. � e BT-X 
31 � ts 27 to 31 inches in draw 
length; the BT-X 28 covers 25.5 
to 28 inches. With either cam, 
a 10 click Micro-synch Dial (at 
right) lets you � ne-tune the 

Continued on page 52.
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